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People get addicted 
It has a pull effect

They keep people engaged
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Points
Levels
Resources
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Social graphs
Progression
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Badges
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Use of gaming elements in non-gaming context. . 
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context

Gaming

Anything other than the game it self

Non

Playing because you are trying to learn
May be playing to get a job

Because you want to achieve an objective in the company
Not necessarily be business
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Behavioral psychology
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Flow
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It’s about changing behavior

Formation of habits





Recruitment drive started with a 
hording, those who figure out the 
domain, get the next clue to 
proceed. Each step filter the 
candidates and best get selected



three levels of 
certification for the social 
media training program: 
Specialist, Strategist and 
Master, as well as four 
sub-certification levels for 
HR, external 
communications, sales 
and internal partner 
teams

Results: Since 
gamifying its social 
media training program, 
more than 650 Cisco 
employees have been 
certified with over 
13,000 courses taken.



Commonwealth Bank
In 2011, Australia’s Commonwealth Bank 
developed Investorville, a property-
investing game that looked to improve the 
real estate literacy of potential home 
buyers. The game featured an online 
simulator allowing players to dabble in real 
estate investing without risking their 
equity. Working with a company that 
maintains residential property information 
and economists, the bank created a 
financial snapshot of every suburban 
housing market in Australia. By choosing 
an investor-profile (first time investor, 
more experienced, etc.), players learn about 
investment strategies, rental returns, and 
interest rates.

According to a September 2012 report 
from InvestorDaily, the Investorville
game generated about 600 loans 
within one year of launch, behind an 
investment of around $400,000.







Provides employees with 
feedback

Badges and achievements 
that can be shared 

Missions/ Quests

Progress and ranks

Competition

Motivation
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Skill that every business executive should have in future



Expectation 

from IT Adapt gamification for web sites
Gamification of IT applications
Develop Gamification engines
Adapt/offer badge frameworks
Invent more gameing elements
Create engagement of users
Help business to engage
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